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What we have been saying (H2-2013) 

•  We reiterate our long-held view that palm prices will be higher in Q4 
than in Q3-2013  

•  We expect stronger CPO demand in China in Q4-2013 ahead of 
the Lunar New Year in Q1-2014. This should help to sustain CPO trade flows 
as Indian imports fade, partly due a large oilseed harvest.  

•  Pressure remains for Indian policy makers to raise import duties 
on refined palm oil to protect domestic refiners, but policy makers will have to 
consider this decision carefully given the regional implications of such a 
move.  

•  We expect weak output growth in Southeast Asia in 2013; this view is 
exacerbated by the slowdown in new plantings since 2008 and the decline in 
the biological high-yield cycle following three years of strong growth.  

•    
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THREE concepts to consider 

•  Price 

•  India (consumption) 

•  Output 
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PRICE – CPO price trajectory, USD/t  
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PRICE – Hedging recommendation in December 2013 (Producers) 

•  Lower than expected output …and firm demand…have led to strong gains in 
CPO prices in Q4-2013 with the market now up 17% QTD. Our conversations 
with producers suggest that prices are trading as much as 80% above the 
marginal cost of production. However, the market has risen above our near 
term forecast and we expect upside in H1-2014 to be limited by stronger 
output and weaker demand. Producers should look to lock in current prices to 
protect their margins against adverse downside moves. 
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INDIA– Runaway consumption!  
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INDIA– imports are now head and shoulders above China’s  
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INDIA – What explains the leap in imports (Survey) 

A.  Price 

B.  SBO-CPO spread 

C.  Poor domestic oilseed harvests  

D.  Structural factors 

E.  Other  
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INDIA – structural factors (Per capita CPO consumption in kg) 
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SBO/CPO spread in USD/t 
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PRODUCTION – East Malaysia will dictate price action, mt 
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PRODUCTION – sustaining the pace of exports, mt 
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PRODUCTION – Ceteris paribus, heading for tighter stocks (mt) 
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CPO price forecasts 

CPO price forecast 
MYR/t 

Q1-2014 2,500 

Q2-2014 2,450 

Q3-2014 2,550 

 
Q4-2014 

 
2,800 

2014 annual average 2,575 
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